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HB 1874 (Forbes) -- Underground Pipelines
SUMMARY
Section 1.
in Section 1.

Definitions of a gas pipeline and excavation

Section 2. Notice and marking requirements for excavation
in Section 2. The gas utility must file with the Clerk of the
Circuit Court of the county in which its pipelines are buried,
the name, address and telephone number from whom gas pipeline
location may be obtained. The excavator must call the gas
company concerning possible location of gas pipelines at
least 48 hours prior to excavation. The gas utility then must,
within 48 hours, either mark the pipelines or notify the
contractor that no gas pipeline exists. Construction permits
will not be issued to an applicant until the applicant
certifies that he has complied with subsections (1) and (3)
of Section 2.
Section 3. Provides (1) that obtaining the location of
the pipelines does not excuse the excavator from excavating
in a careful and prudent manner (2) notice of damage to a
pipeline and (3) provides for emergencies.
Section 4.

Severability.

Section 5.

The effective date of this bill is July 1, 1977.
PRESENT SITUATION

On January 1, 1978, rules promulgated by the Office of
Pipeline Safety, Department or Transportation, Washin<Jton, D.C.,
will become effective. 1/ These federal rules require markings
over each burred main and transmission line at each crossing of

!/

Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968, 49
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a public road, railroad and navigable waterway unless a
program for preventing interference with underground pipelines
is established by state law. y

House Bill 1874 provides a method for preventing inter
ference with underground gas pipelines and avoids the imposition
of the federal requirements contained in the attached March 27,
1975 extract from the Federal Register (see Page 4).
PROBABLE EFFECT
1. Reduction in damage to underground gas lines which
could be hazardous to a contractor or utility, their employees
and the public at large.
2. Reductions in incidents involving underground gas
lines will avoid the concomitant cost impact on rates and
efficiency of service of the utility and the construction costs
of the contractor.

3. The federal rule would necessitate line location markers
at every intersection where a gas line exists thereby creating
an unsightly environmental effect and cause an expensive
initial cost along with an expensive continuing maintenance
program in urban areas.
4. Necessity for compliance with the Office of Pipeline
Safety marking rules in Section 192.707 Title 49 of the Code of
Federal Regulations will be eliminated by establishing a state
law for preventing interference with underground pipelines.
5.

Public safety would be promoted.
ECONOMIC IMPACT

House Bill 1874 has no significant economic impact on the
state. The Clerk of the Circuit Court would incur a minimum
amount of time recording the utility name, address and telephone
number but would be reimbursed by the rendition of the standard
charges. There would be no effect on competition, employment or
market conditions by the bill. On the other hand, if the bill
is not passed by the legislature and the federal rules become
effective then the gas companies would be required to expend
Jarge sums of money to comply with the marking rules. Such
expenditures would ultimately be borne by the consumers of gas.
2/ Section 192.707 (b) (1) (ii) of Title 49 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.
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TECHNICAL
The excavator is held liable for negligent acts under
the bill. It is the intent of the bill to place liability
on the contractor; therefore, technical amendments should
be offered for this correction.
GRD/jc

V
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to the protection of

underground gas pipelines and related

facilities; providing definitions; requiring

l:btc
1.4

1.4/1

5

persons making excavations in public or private

1.4/2

7

utility easements to obtain information on the

location of underground gas pipelines;

1.4/3

requiring notice of intent io excavate;

requiring the marking of underground gas

1.4/4

pipelines by the owner upon notice of intent to

1.4/5

13

excavation permits unless such notice has been

1.4/6

15

dislocation of underground gas pipelines by the

1.4/7

6
8

9

10

11

12

14

16

17

streets, alleys, public rights-of-way, or gas

excavate; prohibiting the issuance of

given; requiring notice of damage to or

excavator; providing for emergency excavation

without notice; providing severability;

1.4/8

18

p roviding an effective date.

20

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to promote 11.15

19

21 1 p ublic safety by protecting gas pipelines from destruction or

221 damage, and
231

WHEREAS, the Legislature desires to prevent death or

UI injury to persons, damage to private or public property, and

25 I lbss of essential gas pipeline services to the public, NOW,
261

27

1.4/9
11.16
1.17

1.18

THEREFORE,

�I Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

'29

1.19

30

Section 1.

Definitions.--As used in t�is act:

31

1
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(1)

"Person• means any individual, firm, joint

21 venture, partnership, corporation, association, authority;

1.19/2

l.lS/3
3 municipality, governmental unit, joint stock association, or
,
1
4 business trust, whether or not incorporated, and shall include 1.19/4

51 any trustee, receiver, assignee, or personal representative

61 thereof .
7

(2)

•Gas pipeline" means an underground facility and

s related facilities, including pipes, valves, regulators,

9 vaults, and attachments, by which hydrocarbons in liquid or

10 gaseous form are transmitted or furnished .

This definition

11, s hall not include gas pipelines transporting liquefied

121 petroleum gas where those pipelines are not regulated pursuant

1.19/5

1.19/6
1.19/7

1.19/8

1.19/9

131 to s. 527.06(4), and the regulation of liquefied petroleum gas ll.19/10

141 p ipelines, including the provisions of this law, shall

151 continue to be under the jurisdiction of the Department of
161

17

Insurance .
(3)

"Excavation" means an operation in which any

1.19/11

1.19/12
1. 27

181 structure, earth, rock, or other mass of material in or on the 11.28

19 I ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of

201 any tool, equipment, or explosive and includes, without

1.29

22 1 ditching, drilling, augering, tunnell_ing, scraping, cable or

l.29/2

UI to restore road rights-of-way to original template .

1.29/3

211 limitation, wrecking, razing, grading, trenching, digging,

231 pipe plowing, and pile driving, except maintenance activities

l.29/1

25

(4)

"Excavator" means any person performing an

27

(5)

"Owner" means any person operating a gas pipeline . 11.33

261 excavation.
28

(6)

"Damage" means any contact with a gas pipeline

�I during excavation which necessitates the owner to repair the

�I gas pipeline, or the excavator, pursuant to authorization by
31

2
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ll.33/1
1.33/2
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the owner, to repair the gas pipeline, subject to supervision

21 and inspect�on by the owner.

3

(7)

�Mark u means to indicate the hor izontal location

41 of the gas pipeline within 12 inches on either side of the gas
51 pipeline by stakes, paint, or other suitable means generally

61 accepted within the gas pipeline and construction industry.

71 Upon request by the excavator for depth locations in specific

Bl areas, depth within 18 inches vertically on either side of the
91 gas pipeline shall be indicated.

10

Section 2.

12

(1)

111 excavation.--

Notice and marking requirements for

No excavator shall commence or perform any

13 e xcavation in any public or private street, alley, right-of1
14 way dedicated to the public use, or gas utility easement,

15 without first obtaining information concerning the possible

M

location of gas pipelines in the area of the proposed

18

pipelines within the public or private street, alley, right-

17

excavation from any person having the right to bury gas

19I of-way, or gas utility easement.

Such information may be

201 requested by telephone, letter, telegraph, messenger, in

l.33/3
l.33/4

l. 33/5
l. 33/6

l.33/7

1.33/8
1.40

1.4,0/1

l.40/2
1.40/3
1.40/4
l. 40/5

1.40/6
1.40/7

�I person, at the pre-work conference for the job requiring the

1.40/8

n

center operating in the area.

l.40/9

25

shall file with the Clerk of the Circuit Court and have

221 proposed excavation or by calling a L!tility notification
24

(2)

Any owner having the right to bury gas pipelines

1.40/11

�

recorded in each county wherein the owner's gas pipelines are

1. 40/12

n

from whom the necessary location information may be obtained.

l. 40/14

v
�

30
31

buried, the name, address, and telephone number of the owner
(3)

The excavator shall notify the owner in the manner

prescribed in subsection (1) so that the owner receives
3
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notification at least 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays

1. 40/17

21 and legal holidays) prior to starting excavation.
3

(4)

Upon receipt of a request for the location of gas

1.40/18

4 pipelines, the owner shall assign such request a serial

1.40/19

5 number, inform the requester of such number, and maintain a

1.40/20

7 t he requester, the site to which the request pertains, the

1.40/21

6 register showing the name, address, and telephone number of

8 time and date of the request, and the serial number assigned

9 t o the request, and the owner shall, within 48 hours, either

10 mark the gas pipelines or notify the excavator that no gas

11 pipeline exists in the area to which the request for

l.40/22
l.40/23
1. 40/24

12 information pertains.
13

(5)

No political subdivision of this state shall issue

14 a permit for excavation until the applicant for such permit

15 certifies that he has complied with the provisions of
16
17
18
19

w

1.62
1.63

s ubsections (1) and (3).

1.64

Section 3.

1.64

Excavation; liability for negligence;

notice of damage or dislocation; emergencies.-(1)

Obtaining information from the owner as required

by section 2 does not excuse any excavator from performing an

1.64/1
1.66
1.67

21

excavation in a careful and prudent manner, nor does it excuse

22 such excavator from liability for any damage or injury

1.67/1

n

resulting from any negligence of the excavator providing the

l. 67 /2

u gas pipeline is correctly located.
25

(2)

In the event of any damage to or dislocation of

261 any gas pipelines in connection with an excavation, the
27

e xcavator shall immediately notify the owner of such damage or

28

dislocation.

�

(3)

The provisions of section 2 are not applicable to

301 any excavator performing an excavation in an emergency
311 involving the public health, safety, or welfare.
4
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Section 4.

If any provision of this act or the

21 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

31 invalid,

the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

4 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

1.71/2
1.76
2.0/1
2.0/2

51 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
61 provisions of this act are declared severable.
7

Section 5.

2.0/3

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977. 12.0/4

8
9

l:hbs

10

l:hbs

11

2.0/8
2.0/9
2.0/10

12
13

2.0/11
2.0/12

14

2.0/13
2.0/14
2.0/15

15
16

2.0/16

17
18
19
7.0
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
'l9
30
31
5
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The Honorable John R. Forbes
Florida House of Representatives
Room 310, House Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Re:

©@[r))J
.SJ«tia.-12......_ Carton .7 z: 'S

Committee Substitute for CS/HB 1874
(Underground Gas Pipeline Bill)

Dear John:
Thanks for your assistance in sponsoring HB 1874 and
steering it through the Commerce and Transportation Committees.
The companion bill by Ken Plante, SB 645, has been
reported favorably with amendments by the Commerce Committee of
the Senate and is on the calendar as CS for SB 645. Committee
Substitute for CS/HB 1874 is conformed to CS for SB 645.
I would appreciate your placing Committee Substitute
for CS/HB 1874 on the special order calendar at a time which you
feel convenient for strategic purposes for a quick passage on
the floor.
I believe the eight amendments have removed the con
troversy. In a day or two I'll deliver Gerri a summary sheet
for your use on the floor.
Thanks again for your help.
Sincerely,
L?

d'

�k�C-_

R. Y. Patterson, Jr.
Vice President and General
Attorney
RYP/kh

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Title 49--Transportatlon
CHAPTER I-DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
SUBCHAPTER &-OFFICE OF PIPELINE
SAFETY

(Docket No. OPS--18; Arndt. 192-20)
PART 192-TRANSPORTATION OF NAT
URAL AND OTHER GAS BY PIPELINE:
MINIMUM FEDERAL SAFETY STAND
ARDS
Line Markers for Mains and Transmission
Lines
This amendment revises the existing
requJrement in § 192.707 for mark.!ng the
location of gas transmission lines and
establishes new marking requirements
for gas distribution mains under that
section. The purpose of this amendment
1s to alleviate a major cause of failures
1n gas pipelines-interference w1th pipe
lines by persons outside the gas pipeline
industry conducting excavation-related
activities. Installation of line markers in
accordance with these revised require
ments should Increase the likelihood that
outsiders will seek assistance In locating
underground lines before excavating.
Also the revised requirements should in
fluence operators to encourage State or
m
r
local governments to adopt ro
reven
th undergroun pipelines.
On May 19, 1972, the Director Issued a
notice of proposed rule making to amend
t 192.707 (37 FR 10578; May 25, 1972>
to specify locations for line markers a.nd
the information to be inscribed on them.
Due to the large nwnber of persons in
terested In the proceed1ng, the orlgjnal"
deadline for submitting written Informa
tion, views, or argwnents was extended to
August 17, 1972, (37 FR 13351; July 7,
1972). The comments received as a re
sult o! the notice have been fully con
sidered by the Office of Plpellne Safety
<OPS) in developing the final rule.
There were 126 persons who com
mented on the notice. A majority of the
commenters recognize the need to reduce
the number of plpellne failures due to
interference by outsiders, but believe that
the coots of Implementing the proposed
line marking program would tar out
weigh any benefits that might be
obtained.
OPS believes that the final rule allevi
ates the objection to the proposal ex
pressed by these commenters. Com,m.1emce with
evlsed line markmg_re
q rement will lnvo ve capital expendl
rure, but much less tnfiln;roun:r'HaVel5een
requlr�d by tnrti�er
more, the "revlsedstanaard should bene
fit the publlc by reducing risk of harm,
and benefit operators by reducing losses,
claims for damage, and expense of serv
ice interruptions. Unfortunately, because

20590

data Is not available on the effe(:tiveness
of existing line markers in preventing
damage to pipelines, the amount of
future benefits from line marking under
the revised rule cannot be determined
with precision.
The final rule Is mod1fied to in'l'prbve
economic practicability in many re
spects. First, the proposed requirement
that each marker be visible from preced
ing and following markers Is deleted.
Secondly, lead times for compliance are
provided both for existing markers. as
proposed, and for lnstalllng line markers
not required by the existing rule. �
markers are not required In Cl
..P
oc ons
r�e
Class
stJ���sfj_.il . encouraging .State..oL.local
gov�_r.nments to .enactJ2l�
venting damage to £1pelln�.bl...O.\lt$1ders..
and'jv here 'placemenCofmiu-kers.Js..J,ijlpractical. ·- ·--�-- -··-A-targe nwnber of commenter suga carry g
rogy;ams other
ges
be_!!l�re
than
e mar ng wo
elfecflVnn-r_atac1ng-tJW'.J.!�L.D!..ac
c1c1ents caused by outsiders. Some of the
suggested programs Involve a "one call"
system, a construction permit system,
education, better communication be
tween operators and outsiders, a�1�PS agrees with these comments. Line
markjng ls only a artlal solution for e
problem of pipeline a ures caused by
dalnageaurfii/n\iccavalfon. tine mark
tng,fio\\'E!Vl!r,ls an Important step which
operators can take as part o! their re
sponsibility to prevent that type of dam
age In the absence of a more effective
program. Programs which are enforce
able under law against out!Tae�°:J%�
·
vlde them wll¥7"iir.qffilitfp,Il,
locattott·"'tir -undergrounutp�
probabfytne"oest·mew_o(J,1:d"clng
daffi.l),ge:ca��ed:by_,9��- OPS
has· encouraged the development of one
such program by drafting and dlstrlbut
lng to State a.nd local governments a
model statute aimed at preventing ex
cavation-type damage through a con
struction permit system. The promulga
tion of this amendment Is in furtherance
of thls prior effort. The revised standard
not only attacks the problem of Inter
ference with plpeltnes by outsiders
directly through regulation of gas oper
ators but also encourages the develop
ment of other damage prevention pro
grams.
Several commenters �at
s�ts�s, reports, a.nit.experience 11bow
that: u-Mosr Incidents -�:.:i:here
pls'Jmtne571.re-ma.rked. • (2)"'0utsiders !all
tQ:s.alI:oulieck'.j,,1.th ..the_c;>pera!Qr¥�
quested on markers. (3) Contractors
have-a-careless ii..tt1tude towa.rc1
t@ngfil'i'aei'gfo!IDli.:llii.ef
.
ni.fl���-of_d_':1;!P,!1€:!: .�f:J.!r:>.�
..... < 4)-�
_

··'riio-

construction ��
- �31".kers..a.re-ln
sta.Ued. On the basis of these factors,
the commenters conclude that increasing
the nwnber of pipeline markers would
not sjgniftcantly reduce damage caused
by outafdera.
OPS does not concur with this conclu
sion. While It Is true ths.t, for example,
1n the year 1972, aporoxlma.tely twothirds of reported leaks caused by out
side parties on distribution llnes occur
red where pipelines were marked, the
reports do not reflect the accuracy or
adequacy of the markers Involved. Op
erators use various kinds of permanent
and temporary line markers. Data ls not
available on the effectiveness of these
markers In properly warning outsiders
or the presence of underground pipe
lines. Furthermore, the statistic Is mis
leading because, due to a lack of per
tinent data, It cannot be compared with
the percentage of excavation-related ac
tivities conducted by outsiders near
marked distribution lines. In the ab
sence of either type of lntormitfo"n:Q)'>S
believeslt7sreasonable to concluae t.9.11,t
mai;kers......whlch.. ..a.re_proper],y..:J1.@'s.ec!.,
malnta.tned, and..!!}�.5aiQ.@.mil .llek�1.1t
sliJFs:&) _tijr�e11�e. q� Jllld�rgr_wnd
11':les and th):!l!. reduce. t'!�E?�Yl!LJ.2.&
damage.
As-l'"or the failure of outsiders to no
tify operators before excaV11.tlng, OPS
expects that markers worded as required
by the final rule will Increase the llkell
hood that outsiders will seek assistance
in determining the location of pipelines.
More markers with uniform wording
could also a.tfect a.n outsider's attitude
toward Interference with pipelines dur
ing excavation activities. With respect to
damage ln areas undergoing new con
struction. the requirement to mark un
derground plpellnes Is binding on oper
ators as soon as the lines are buried a.nd
in operation. The rule does not provide
an exception for circumstances involv
ing construction by outsiders. One
method of compliance 1n this situation
would be to Install temporary markers
until outside construction Is complete.
Then, the temporary markers could be
removed a.nd replaced by permanent
ones.
Some commenters asked why the no
tice did not provide an exemption for
offshore pipelines from the proposed line
marking requirements. The existing re
quirement of 1192.707 for marking
transmission llnes applles to offshore as
well as onshore pipelines. OPS ts cur
rently considering the need to amend the
existing standards 1n Part 192 as they re
late to the transportation of gas offshore.
The desirability of markJng offshore
pipelines Is a.n Issue which was raised for
publlc discussion in an OPS advance no-
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tlce of proposed rule malting on offshore
pipeline facWtles: Docket No. OPS-30,
Notice No. 7� (39 FR 34569; Septem
ber 26, 1974). A3 a result of that pro
ceeding, OPS wtD publish a notice of Its
declslon whether to propose an amend
ment to the line marking requirement
with respect to olrshore pipelines.
A number of changes have been made
In the proposed rule on the basis of com
ments received. The major changes, as
well as the response by OPS to com
ments which did not result In changes,
are discussed below.
Paragraph <a>, burled pipelines. The
notice proposed that line m.arkel'II be
'Placed "ove:r" each burled main and
transmission llne at certain locations.
Many commenters noted that from a
compliance standpoint, llne markers can
not always be placed directly "over" a
plpellne. For example, In swamps and
placed "over" each burled main and
marshes and at navigable waterw�
cr06Slngs, line markers a.re often offset
from a pipeline so the marker can be
properly supported. OPS realizes th1s
practice may be contrary to a notion
held by some that a pipeline lies di
rectly underneath a marker. Yet, it Is
consistent with the prl.ma.ry purpose of
llne markers to warn the public of the
presence of a pipeline and to provide a
telephone number to call for more spe
cific Information.
OPS agrees that requiring markers di
rectly over a plpellne In all cases would
be too restrictive. The ftnal__tllle, there
fore, prefaces the wor"l!"'"ove?· by the
phrase "as close as practical." This
change pro�lllty to
offset markers a reasonable distance
from a pipeline wherever necessary. For
instance, offsetting may be necessary to
obtain support for the marker, avoid an
obstruction, or facilitate maintenance.
The proposed requirement that a
marker be visible from the Immediately
preceding and following marker ls not
Included In the final rule. This proposal
was Intended as e.n aid to outsiders In
determining the route of a pipeline.
Commenter& remarked, however, that
compliance could entail costly construc
tion of towers or many additional mark
ers at locations not otherwise warranted
by safety consltleratlons. Compliance
could also spoil the natural beauty of
many areas. The OPS believes that these
adverse consequences would outweigh the
possible advantages contemplated by the
proposal. OPS believes that deleting the
requirement from the final rule does not
weaken the Intention or effectiveness of
the remaining provisions of paragraph
<a>.
After considering objections raised by
a majority of the Technical Pipeline
Safety Standards Committee <TPSSC>,
the proposal under f 192.707<a> (2) In the
notice Is not adopted. Th.ls proJ)06al
would have required llne markers at
fences and property boundaries. OPS
now believes that placement of markers
at these numerous locations would be
costly and not yield a commensurate
safety benefit.

-2-

that local governments may not wish to
maintain these records and that.opera
tors are better able to keep current rec
ords of pipelines. Also, there are cur
rently various types of damage preven
tion programs In effect. This change,
therefore, adds flexlblllty to the final rule
by exempting placement of markers, for
example, where an operator participates
In a government program by answering
calls from contractors on the basis of the
operator's own records. The broadened
exemption also has the benefit of encour
aging State controlled programs In Cla.s8
3 or Class 4 areas for prevention of dam
age to pipelines rather -than Just en
couraging programs on a local level.
Many commenters and the TPSSC
pointed out that most of the current
damage prevention progre.ms are con
ducted by the operators themselves, al
though not under the auspices of a State
or local government. They also pointed
out the difficulty in obtalnlng timely gov
ernmental action on an operator-spon
sored program as an alterµatlve to line
marking. As a result, these com
�rs 1.-�=n
and the
np ogram for reventlon of excav
t�
mage
us as
fS
one run by a ·
r oca
v
nt.
oP.S-=:doesnon:��
The primary objective of a damage
prevention program Is to notify outside
contractors preparing to excavate of the
location of underground pipelines. Once
a contractor Is aware of the existence of
a pipellne, the contractor must exercise
care In excavating near the line. Al
though an operator-run program, which
may Include advertising, can be a vital
lines�"in the final rule, the proposed excep part In preventing damage by outsiders,
tions for marking burled pipelines are It would not provide as strong an Incen
modified slightly. The exception for tive for outsiders to learn the precise
situations where placement Is "Impracti locations of pipelines as would a program
cable" Is changed to apply where place backed by government sanctions. This
ment Is "Impractical." Many commenters does not mean there Is no room for op
objected that since "Impracticable" erators In a government program. After
means Impossible, the proposed exception all, operators are the ones most llkely to
would have extremely limited applica have up-to-the-minute Information on
tion.
pipeline locations. Undoubtedly, a gov
Also, the proposed exceptions In ernment-run program must heavily rely
heavily developed areas for situations on operator cooperation.
where a local government maintains cur
A program under §192.707(a) (2) may
rent substructure records are broadened be as simple or as complex as a govern
under § 192.707(b) Cl) to apply equally ment considers necessary. In fact. a
to mains and transmission lines In Class simple requirement that outsiders con
3 or Class 4 locations "where a program tact operators for Information before ex
for preventing Interference with under cavating would suffice. Alternatively, an
ground pipelines Is established by law." Industry-nm "one call" program backed
The change from "heavily developed by State or local law could be used. When
areas" to "Class 3 or Class 4 locations" Is operators are so notlfl.ed before excava
made for clarity. The exceptions apply In tion. they should respond with assistance
these locations because of the difficulty In locating underground lines In th�
In placing markers there, the esthetlc area of excavation. OPS anticipates that
objections to markers In these areas, and criteria for programs serving as an alter
because Class 3 and Class 4 areas have native to line marking may be the sub
the greatest need for government enacted ject o! a future rule-making proceeding.
programs to prevent Interference with
AJu�ru::1�-an ex
underground pipelines.
ception to line markln�
lass
.
.
In the final rule, a government enacted 3_ana·-cxassCioca.Uorii
govdamage prevention program quallfles as et_nment_1m�
_ ted.�Pro��pJ!l<i the
an exemption under the new line mark same exception apply In Class 1
Ing requirement even though It Is not 2'roc-litlonswnere a government program
related to government maintenance of exists? The TPssc�rec?>�lllJ"l!a:lbat
underground substructure records. OPS the exemption app�y-�a,t(Uess of loca
agrees with commenters who pointed out tion. OPS has not adopted the recom -

Wordlng ls added at the conclusion of
I 192.707<a> to provide operators of ex
isting burled mains or transmission llnes
approximately 3 years' lead time <until
January 1, 1978) to comply with the new
llne marking requirements Imposed by
this amendment. The 3-year period was
recommended by the TPSSC. The lead
time does not apply to transmission llnes
under § 192.707<a> <2> because that sec
tion merely restates the existing require
ment of 1192.707. This additional time
beyond the general effective date for this
amendment should be used by operators
to prepare for compllance or, 1n accord
ance with f 192.707(b) (1) cm, to seek
enactment of alternative damage pre
vention programs at the State or local
level
Paragraph <b>, uceptlons /or ln«:ied
pipelines. The notice Included exceptlona
!rmnlhe proposed marking requirements
for burled l1nes
ed that
areas. These exc ·
11.nemarkers would not be required for
transmission llnes, where both placement
ls Impracticable and the local govern
ment maintains current substructure
records, and for distribution mains,
where either criterion for exemption re
specting transmission lines occurs. One
reason for the exceptions was to give op
erators llmlted but necessary discretion
as to placement of markers based
practlcablllty. The primary pu
however, was to lriflU� o�ra
£OVernme_n
construction.perinl�-8Y�
developed areas relat
c�
t
maintalnearecora.sofundergroun
-

�';{,�oed

TP�mtve:iitonem

ancIC'ass

.......

.

-3mendatlo!!Jor two reasons. First, the.IJsk
of enco�1rmuod utilities
during excava.tlon Is less In rur&!.locll-
tJons than:un:ru5ie-l1e\feloped Jirea.s-A&
a. cons�uence, out.5lders
a.re probablylessllk"]!y.J.§ iw.tl.cill.a.te..Ule
exlsteiiceorun_�g-�_d-Jl!_il!!ffi.J)i:-io
bi_t:t,wa'ni-«>r�rgovfil"fill!�nl_eniiaed..pro
a. go..vernment...program
in ·1ess-'!!ev�IoJ?e!1':"'��� mlgQ.t .n.o.t...awly
to fa.rming a.ctlvtties. Thus, Ino �of
these cases, ta.rmers would not e made
awareof 7.h�-idc�tlo�f-��f.i((>§.ru!.
pt�s ht the IH�!1ID!J!!1� �mg;..
Die�SSC recommended
tha.t the exception to the line marking
reqtllrement for Impractical attua.tions be
extended to apply In Cla6s 1 and Cla6s 2
locations. 'Ibis reoommend&tlon wa.s not
adopted because, aa proposed, the excep
tion Is Intended to fa.cWtate pla.cemeot
of markers 1n beavtly developed areas.
OPS does not believe that rural�
need-'thna m�lririi
· OPS stm ¾ruzesihe ditllculUes tn
tnsta.lltng line markers over ga.s ma.tns
In urbanir.ed a.ree.s. Yet. in the a.bsence of
alternative programs established by a
State or local government, OPS con
a1ders line marking the most effective
means for protecting against Interfer
ence with burled lines by outsiders.
In the final rule, one la.st change Is
made to the exceptions for burled pipe
lines. After considering comments made
by the TPSSC, OPS adopte'1 the excep
tion that in the case of navlgabte water
wa.:, crossings, a line marker Is not re
quired williin 100 feet of a. line marker
which Is pla.ced and malnta.tned at that
wa.terv.•a.y In accordance with the '"e
qulrement-s of I 192.707. This change
alleviates the proilleratlon of signs wh1ch
would otherwise result under I 192.707
where multiple pipelines cross a water
way In proximity.
Paragraph Cc> , pipelines aboveground.
'Ibis para.graph ts not changed, except
editorially, from the way lt was proposed
in the notice.
Paragraph Cd), markers other than at
navigable waterwai,s. This paragraph
11ets forth requirements for line markers
which a.re not at navigable waterways.
Each marker must have written on It the
word "Waml.ng," "Caution," or "Danger."
The requirement ts changed from the
notice which proPOSed that only the word
"We.ming" be used. Many commenters
objected that existing line markers which
have words with a similar meaning would
have to be changed unnecessarily. OPS
agrees tha.t the words "Caution" and
"Danger" notify the public of the hazard
Involved as sufficiently as the word
"Warning." Providing a selection of
words allows an operator to choose the
one traditionally used In certain areas.
The notice proposed certain minimum
sizes for lettering the word "Warning"
a.nd, in the case of markers at. navigable
waterwa.y crossings, the words "Do Not
Anchor or Dredge." Commenters ob
jected to this proPOSal because of the
va.rlous sizes and types of markers in
existence and the additional cost of com
pliance for relettering or Installing new
signs to a.ccommodate the minimum let
ter sizes.

J!i...iY.rAL.aua.s
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The size of lettering Is only one factor
a.mong ma.ny determining visibility and
legibility of words by a viewer. Another
1s the contrast of colors between the
words and their ba.ckground. OPS does
not believe that safety a.nd the intention
of this proceeding necessitate a. precise
standard for all factors govemtng vlslbti1ty or leg1.b1l1ty of the inscription on
markers. However, certa..in minimum re
quirements are necessary in the public
interest to judge the qualtty of notice
provided by a lloe marker, and to ensure a standard of maintenance. OPS recog
nize.,, however, the difficulty in meeting
a minimum letter requirement for
ma.rkers in urba.n area.s, a.s, for example,
on paving Inserts. In the final rule, there
fore, the performance standard for color
contrast., and. except for ma.rkera 1n
urba.n area.a, the proposed spec1flcatton
for letter a1zes are adopted for line
markers not a.t navigable waterw!IS's. Cri
teria for vlsibtllty and legibility appll
ca.ble to markers a.t naviga.ble waterways
1s discussed hereafter. The lead t1me for
compliance of existing line ma.rkers per
mitted by para.graph (f) should alleviate
some of the objections concerning cost
of compliance.
Paragraph Ce), markers at navigable
waterwai,,. In the final rule, a new para
graph Ce> Is added to provide more de
tailed requirements for line markers at
navigable waterways. The United States
Coast Qua.rd 1s concerned that signs In
tended to warn mariners of pipeline
crossings would not be readily recognized
unless they conform to a standard sys
tem for providing navigational Informa
tion. OPS agrees. Line markers at navi
gable witterways are primarily Intended
to warn vessel opera.tors of a potential
danger. Therefore, they should be con
structed according to a format generally
understood by mariners. One widely
adopted format for aids to navigation ts
the Uniform State Waterway Marking
System CUSWMS> . This system is set
forth in 33 CFR Subpart 66.10.
In the final rule, § l 92.707(e) Is writ
ten to ensure that line markers at navi
gable waterways conform to the USWMS.
Compliance with the revised standard
should not be construed, however, to sat
isfy Federal statutes or regulations per
taining to the marking of pipelines which
ob6truct navigation. The Intended effect
of the OPS marking requirements Is not
to equal or supersede similar require
ments of the U.S. Coast Guard or the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, but to be
compatible with them. Thus, where a
marker Is required at a navigable water
way by these agencies, a single sign which
complies with § 192.707 can be used.
There are notable differences between
mnrkers required at navigable water
ways and elsewhere. At waterways,
markers must be rectangular white
signs with an International orange
border. All lettering on the sign must be
black and in block style. The size of the
sign and lettering on It are governed by
a requirement that 1n overcast daylight
the sign be visible, and prescribed writ
Ing be legible, from approaching or pass
ing vessels that may damage or Inter
fere with the pipeline. In planning aids

to navigation, the Coast Guard uses a
rule of thumb that the distance 1n feet at
which a sign may be read Is approxi
mately 40 times the letter hetgbt In
inches. This rule of thumb could be used
1n placing markers at navigable water
ways under§ 192.707Ce>.
In subm1tUng materlal to the TPSSC
!or this proceeding, OPS proposed that a.
diamond thape outlined in international
orange be centered on the rectangular
signs a.t navigable waterway crossings.
This proposal, which wa.s in conformity
with the UBWMS, would have resulted in
an unnecessary expense to operators. In
this regard, the minority views of one
member of the Committee, which explain the problem in greater detall, were
adopted and are 11et forth below.
Paragraph <I>, e3:isttng markers. The
proposal provided a 3-year lead time for
operators to bring their existing markers
into compliance with the proposed in
scription requ1remeot.s. The lead Ume
wa.s considered necessary because of the
various sizes and shapes of markers 1n
use which might have to be replaced to
a.ccommodate the proPQSed Inscription.
The lead time would allow temporary
use of these markers.
Many commenters pointed out that
nonnal sign attrition Is much longer than
3 years. Having to replace recently in
stalled signs within 3 years would be an
unnecessary cost burden ultimately met
by the public. These commenters sug
gested a requirement that existing
markers without proper Inscriptions be
repla.ced in a normal maintenance cycle.
Since a. "norma.l" maintenance cycle
undoubtedly varies from operator to
operator, OPS does not concur with this
suggestion. However,,ln light of the com
ments and recommendatlona by the
TPSSC, the final rule permits existing
markers which meet the location require
ments to be u.:;ed until January 1, 1980.
Report of tM Technical Pipeline
Safety Standards Committee. Section
4(bl of the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety
Act of 1968 requires that all proposed
standards and amendments to such
standards be submitted to the Committee
and that the Committee be afforded a
reasonable opportunity to prepare a re
port on the "technical feasibility, rea
sonableness, and practicability of each
such proposal." This amendment to Part
192 was rubmltted to the Committee as
Item 4 in a list of five proposed amend
ments. The Committee has made a favor
able report which Is set forth below. Also,
the two Committee members who dis
agreed with tile maj9rlty of the Commit
tee on Item 4 submitted statements of
their views which are set forth following
the report.
JANUARY 17, 1076
Memorandum to: The Secretary ot Transpor
tation. Attention: Joee,ph C. Ca.I dwell.
Director. Office ot Plpell.ne Satety .
From: Secret.e.ry, Te<:hnlcal Pipeline Safety
Standards Committee.
Subje<:t: Proposed Cbe.nges to 49 OFR Part
192. Mlnlmu.m Feclera.t Sa(l'ty Standards
tor Transportation or Natural and Other
Oa.ses by Pipeline.
The tallowing letter and attachments rep·
resent an official report by the Technical

Pipeline Sa.!ety Standards Comm1ttee con
cerning the Oommlttee's action related to
five prop06ed amendments to 49 CFR Part
192, Minimum Federal Siuety Ste.nds.ccl.s for
Transportation o! Natural and Other Gases
'by Pipeline.
The Commlttee- reviewed the proposals of
the Office o! Pipeline S&.!ety &t e. meeting,
held In We..shlllgton, D.e., on October 30 and
31, 1974, a.nd through a.n Inform&!. beJlotlng
procedure recommended cert.aln modifica
tions, some of which were acceptable to the
Office of Pipeline Safety. A fonno.l ballot, re
flectlng the suggested changes. we..s prepared
e..nd dlstr1-buted to the Committee members.
by the undersigned on December 5. 1974.
Formo.l ballots have been submitted by
all fourteen members .o! the Commlltee. The
majority ot the committee approved all five
ltelllll on tbe ballot e.s being technlceJly !ea11l
ble, reeronable, and practle&ble. Neg&tlve
votes were cast by one member a.g&lnst Itern11
1, 2, and s, by two members against Item 4
and by !our members &g11,1o.st Item�- Another
member, who h&d been unable to attend
the meeting a.nd partlclp&te In tbe discus
alons, a;bat6lned from voting.
Attachment A seta forth the mlnorlty opln1ons submitted ln eupport of the negative
votee on Itero.s 4 &ad 5.
Lot7IB W. MENDONSA.
DECEMBER 16, 1974.
Mr. LoUIS W. MENDONSA,
Federal Power Commis3ion,
Wa.shlngton, D.C.
DEAA MR. Ml:NDONSA: Attached Is my ex
ecuted letter ballot on five prop<>Bed amend
ment.II to 4" CFR Part 192 rel&tlve to the
Agenda !or the Technlco.l Pipeline Safety
8tandarde Oommlttee meeting l:ietd on Oc
tober 3o-31, 1974.
I h&ve voted a.lll.rmatlvely on Items !, 2, &nd
8 &nd neg&tlvely on Items 4 &nd 6. My res.sons
!or the negative votes &re &e follows:
Item 4. My objection le restricted to pro
posed I 192.707(d) (1) with the clause "ex
cept !or markers In heavily developed urban
areas." This clause leaves the slze of the let
tering of a mark.er 1n such areas comp letely
unregulated In those area.a most subject to
pipeline damage wlth the greatest exposure
to life and property.
Moreover, "heavily developed urban are1Ls"
wa..s not defined. To many, Including myself.
tt describes metropolltan areas or large c1tles.
To others, and this was borne out a.t the
meeting, It would Include resldentlal areas or
high-priced homes.
Moreover, proposed I 192.707(b) (I), and
poaslbly (b)(2), would probably result ln
no markers In euch areas anyway.
Thererore, I see no need for the exception
ln I 192.707(d)(l).

Item 5.

• • •

Sincerely,
REASONS FOR DISAPPROVAL OF ITEM
ING MAINS AND TRANSMISSION Lt
W. WHITE

centered on
ond symbol ln
leve to be !nap
e taken from the
U.8. Cea.at Guard regu lon on aids to navigation, SS CFR 66.1
un1rorm State Water
way Marking Sy m, and ls round In
I 66.10-6(c) (1).
my oplnlon, this symbol,
read In the
ntext of I 66.10-1(a) and
I 86.10-15(a)
to Indicate "the presence of
either nat
I or e.rtlficlal obstructions or
navigation and the operator
hazards"
should t &pproach the marker ln order to
read a wording on It. I belleve the square or
gular symbol found ln I 66.10-5 ( c)(-i).
Is tor the purpose of provldlng "dlrec
s or ln!ormatlon" ls the appro_£rlate
mbol to use.

-4The addltlonal advantage to using the
square or rectangular symbol Is that a ma
jority or the thousands or existing navigable
waterway crossing signs co\Ud remain In
place, with minor modification, beyond the
January 1, 1980. date. I! the diamond symbol
la a.clopted. &U existing slgrul must be re
placed wlth larger slgru; to prov1de ro6m !or
the dla.mond. These exist.Ing markers are
large, experu;lve, long-llfe signs, lm;t.eJled on
plllng, and, to the best or my krtowtedge, are
&dequa,tely perform.Ing ttlelr !unction or
warning boe.t or dredge oper&tors. There Is
n.o ev1dence that damag1l to plpellnee cross
Ing navigable waterways Is & &a.!ety problem.
therefore, the continued use of existing signs
with an lntornatlona.l or&nge border (rect.o.n
gular or square), however modl1led to meet
tbe proposed wording le practlcnl &nd con
sJstent with pipeline sa!ety.
At the October S0-31, 1974, Technical Pipe
line Sa.!ety Stand.a.rd.a Committee Meeting
the substance or the proposed I 192.707(e)
we.s not dlscuBSed, but It was agreed that
OPS would consider I! the proposed require
ments are compatible wlth the present U.S.
Corps or Englners requirements. All present
plpellne crossing markers on navigable
waterW&ys were approved by the Corps &nd
the use of the recta.ngular symbol Is much
more compatible wlth these signs than the
diamond symbol.
Would you please re«>nslder the use of
the d1amond symbol and substitute !or It a
eota.n
gle or 8quare one with the lettering
r
(e.s proposed) Inside the equare or rectangle.
Tbla could be Issued e.s &n amendment to
the letter l>o.llot &nd voted on &gain by th
Commlttee.
Tho proJ>06Cd I 192.707(e) could b
1
fled a.s follows:
Markers at navigable wateru·ays. E
marker e.t a navigable waterway
the following cha.ra.cterl.stlcs:
(I) A slgn, rectangular or squ e ln shape,
wlth a narrow strip a.long ea.c
dge, colored
international orange a.nd t
area. between
leLter1ni; on the sign a.n
·undary strips
colored white.
( 2) Wrl ttcn on the
In block style,
blnck lettcrs-( l) Tho word "
Ing," "Caution," or
by the words "Do Not
"D1rnger." follow
Anchor or Dredg
and the words "Oa..s Pipe
llno Crossing"; · d
(II) The
e or tho operator arid the
telephone
mber (Including area. code)
where th operator can be reached at all
times.
(3)
overcast daylight, the orange border
le vi le arid the wrlttng required by para.
gr
(e)(2) (I) or tble section Is legible.
r m approaching or p8.S8lng veesels that
e.y de.mage or Interfere wlth the pipeline.
If the ballot Is changed a.s I have sug
gested. I would approve or the entire Item 4.

Effective date. Section 3(el of the Nat
ural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 re
quires that standards and amendments
thereto prescribed under the Act be ef
fective 30 days after the date of issu
ance unless the Secretary determines
good cause exists for an earlier or later
effective date as a result of the period
reasonably necessary for compliance.
Accordingly, the revised § 192.707 will be
come etl'ectlve 30 days after issuance. As
provided In § 192.707(al. thls effective
date Is not relevant, however, to existing
buried mains and to existing burled
transmission lines at public road, rail
road, and navigable waterway crossings.
As discussed herelnabove, In v1ew of the
period reasonably necessary to bring
those existing burled pipelines Into com
pllance with the revised requirements,
§ 192.707<a> does not become applicable
to them until January 1, 1978.

In consideration of the foregoing,
§ 192.707 o! Title 49 of the Code of Fed
eral Regulations Is revised to read as
follows. effective April 21. 1975:
§ 192. 707 Linc markers for mains and
lra118miseion lines.

<al Buried pipeline�. Except as pro
vided in per�raph <bl of this section. a
line marker must be placed and main
tained as close as practical over each
buried main and transmission line-< l l At each crossing of a public road.
railroad, and navigable waterway; and
<2> Wherever necessary to identify the
location of the transmission line or main
to reduce the possibility of damage or
interference.

However, until January 1, 1978, para
graphs (al <ll and <al (2) of this sec
tion do not apply to mains Installed be
fore April 21, 1975, and until Janua.ry 1,
1978, paragraph <al (1) of this section
does not apply to transmission lines In
stalled before April 21, 1975.
<bl Exceptions /or buried pipelines
Line markers are not required for buried�
main.sand transmission llnes1 1 J In Class 3 or Class 4 locatlons.-\il Where placement of a marker ls
irnvrect1act· OF
I
ere a program for preventing
: with underground pipelines
d by law;o
lZJ In tne case 01 naVJgable waterway
crossings, within 100 feet of a line
marker placed and maintained at that
waterway In accordance with this sec
tion.
<cl Pip�lines
aboveground.
Line
markers must be placed and maintained
along each section of a main and trans
mission Une that l.s located aboveground
ln an area accessible to the public.
<dl Marker& other than at navigable
waterways. The following must be written
legibly on a background of sharply con
trasting color on each line marker not
placed at a navigable waterway:
<1) The word "Warning," "Caution,"
or "Danger" followed by the words "Gas
Pipeline" all of which, except for markers
In heavily, developed urban areas, must
be in letters at least one Inch high with
.one-quarter Inch stroke.
(2) The name of the operator and the
telephone number (including area code>
where the operator can be reached at
all times.
<el Markers at navigable waterways.
Each llne marker at a navigable water
WY must have the following character
istics:
<ll A sign, rectangular In shape, with
a narrow strip along each edge colored
International orange and the area be
tween lettering on the sign and boundary
strips colored white.
(2) Written on the sign in block style,
black letters-Cl) The word "Warning," "Caution,"
or "Danger," followed by the words "Do
Not Anchor or Dredge" and the words
"Gas Pipeline Crossing;" and
<11> The name of the operator and the
telephone number <Including area code>
where the operator can be reached at
all times.

-5(3) In overcast day�ht, the sien ta
visible and the wrtt.lng required by para
graph <e> <2> (1) of t.h1., section ta legible,
from approaching or paas1ng vessels that
may damage or Interfere with the pipe
line.
<t> Existing markers. Line markers
installed before April 21, 1975, which do
not comply with paragraph (d) or <e> of
thls section may be used until January 1,
1980.
(Sec. 3, Natunl Ou Ptpollne B&tety Act ot
1968 (49 USC 167�); I l.58(d) ot the reguls
tlorus of the omce of the Secretary of n-ana
portstlon ("9 CPR 1.68(d)), and the re
delegatlon of autbortty to the Dlzector, 01l1ce
of Pipeline S&fety, set forth In Appendix A
to Pact 1 of the regulation.a of Uie omce of
the Secretary of Transportation (49 CPR
Part 1))
Issued in Washington, D.C., on March
21, 1975.
JOSEPH C. CALDWll:LL,

Director,

Ol!tce of Pipeline Safet'V.
(FR Doc.71>-7917 Filed 3-26--75;8:45 am)
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A bill to be entitled
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l. 4

2

An act relating to the protection of

3

underground gas pipelines and related

4

=acilities; providing definitions; requiring

1.4/ 1

persons making excavations in public or private

l. 4/2

© @ (J)

streets, alleys, public rights-of-way, or gas
utility easements to obtain information on the
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location of underground gas pipelines;

��� \')

requiring the marking of underground gas

requiring notice of intent to excavate;

�rtoo �

l. 4/3
1.4/4
l.4/5

11

pipelines by the owner upon notice of intent to

12

excavate; prohibiting the issuance of

13

excavation permits unless such notice has beell

14

given; requiring notice of damage to or

15

dislocation of underground gas pipelines by the

1.4/7

16

excavator; providing for emergency excavation

l.4/8

17

without notice; providing severability;

18

providing an effective date.

l. 4/6

1.4/9

19

WI

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to promote 11.15

211 public safety by protecting gas pipelines from destruction or

11.16

lll damage, and
231

WHEREAS, the Legislature desires to prevent death or

UI injury to persons, damage to private or public property, and

1.17
1.18

251 loss of essential gas pipeline services to the public, NOW,
UI THEREFORE,
27

nl Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

29
30

Section 1.

Definitions.--As used in this act:

31
1
CODING: Words in� �I, type ore deletions from existing law; words underlined ore additions.

1.19
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(l)

"Person" means any individual, firm, joint

21 venture, partnership, corporation, associatidn, authority,

31

municipality, governmental unit, joint stock association, or

41 business trust, whether or not incorporated, and shall include

51
61

any trustee, receiver, assignee, or personal representative

t hereof.

(2)

"Gas pipeline" means an underground facility and

SI related facilities, including pipes, valves, regulators,

7

91 vaults, and attachments, by which hydrocarbons in liquid or

101 gaseous form are transmitted or furnished.

This definition

111 s hall not include gas pipelines transporting liquefied

121 petroleum gas where those pipelines are not regulated pursuant

131 to s. 527.06(4), and the regulation of liquefied petroleum gas

1 1 p ipelines, including the provisions of this law, shall
4
151 continue to be under the jurisdiction of the Department of
161

Insurance.

"Excavation" means an operation in which any

1.19/2
1.19/3

1.19/4
1.19/5

1.19/6
1.19/7

1.19/8

1.19/9
1.19/10

1.19/11

1.19/12
l.27

181 structure, earth, rock, or other mass of material in or on the 11.28
17

(3)

191 ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of

201

any tool, equipment, or explosive and includes, without

limitation, wrecking, razing, grading, trenching, digging,

221 ditching, drilling, augering, tunnelling, scraping, cable or
211

nl p ipe plowing, and pile driving.
2

(4) "Excavator" means any person performing an
4
25 1 excavation.

26 I

27 I

(5)

( 6)

"Owner" means any person operating a gas pipeline.

"Damage" means any contact with a gas pipe! ine

281 during excavation which necessitates the owner to repair the
291 gas pipeline, or the excavator, pursuant to authorization by

301

311

the owner, to repair the gas pipeline, subject to supervision

and inspection by the owner.

2
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1.29
1.30

1.31
11.32

1. 33
1
1. 33/1
1.33/2

1.33/3

170-174-5-7

"Mark" means to indicate the horizontal location

21 of the gas pipeline within 12 inches on either side of the gas
( 7)

31 pipeline by stakes, paint, or other suitable means generally
41 accepted within the gas pipe! ine and construction industry.

ection 2.
�
6 1 excavation.-5

71

(1)

Notice and marking requirements for

No excavator shall commence or perform any

8 excavation in any public or private street, alley, right-of1
9 way dedicated to the public use, or gas utility easement,

10I without first obtaining information concerning the possible

1.33/4

ll. 33/5

l!.33/6

11.40

1.40/1

1.40/2

1.40/3

11 location of gas pipelines in the area of the proposed
1
12 excavation from any person having the right to bury gas

l. 40/4

151 requested by telephone, letter, telegraph, messenger, in

l. 40/7

181 center operating in the area.

l.40/9

131 pipelines within the public or private street, alley, right141 of-way, or gas utility easement.

Such information may be

16 person, at the pre-work conference for the job requiring the
1
17 proposed excavation or by calling a utility notification

191

(2)

Any owner having the right to bury gas pipelines

W s hall file with the Clerk of the Circuit Court and have
I
21 recorded in each county where in the owner's gas pipelines are

22 I

buried, the name, address, and telephone number of the owner

nl from whom the necessary location information may be obtained.

�I

(3)

The excavator shall notify the owner in the manner

251 prescribed in subsection (1) so that the owner receives

1.40y'S

1.40/6

1.40/8

1.40/11

l. 40/12
l.40/13
l.40/14

1.40/14
1.40/15

26 notification at least 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays

l.4U/l 7

29 pipelines, the owner shall assign such request a serial

1. 40/1�

27

28

30

and legal holidays) prior to starting excavation.
(4)

Upon receipt of a request for the location of gas

number, inform the requester of such number, and maintain a

31 register showing the name, address, and telephone number of
3
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1.40/21

the requester, the site to which the request pertains, the

21 time and date of the request, and the serial number assigned

31 to the request, and the owner shall, within 48 hours, either

41 mark the gas pipelines or notify the excavator that no gas
51 pipeline exists in the area to which the request for

61 information pertains.
71

(5)

No political subdivision of this state shall issue

Bl a permit for excavation until the applicant for such permit
91 certifies that he has complied with the provisions of

101 subsections (1) and (3).
11

Section 3.

13

(1)

Excavation; liability for negligence;

121 notice of damage or dislocation; emergencies.--

Obtaining information from the owner as required

141 by section 2 does not excuse any excavator from performing an

151 excavation in a careful and prudent manner, nor does it excuse

161 such excavator from liability for any damage or injury

171 resulting from any negligence of the excavator providing the
181 gas pipeline is correctly located.
19

(2)

In the event of any damage to or dislocation of

201 any gas pipelines in connection with an excavation, the

211 excavator shall immediately notify the owner of such damage or
221 dislocation.
23

(3)

The provisions of section 2 are not applicable to

241 any excavator performing an excavation in an emergency

�I involving the public health, safety, or welfare.
26

Section 4.

If any provision of this act or the

,

1.40/22
1.40/23

11.40/24
1.62
,
�.63
11.64
1.64

1.64•/l
1.66

11.67

1.67/1
1.67/2

1.70

11.71

1.71/1

1.71/2
1.71/2

271 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

1.76

291 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

2.0/2

311 provisions of this act are declared severable.

2.0/3

nl invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
301 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
4
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Section 5.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.

2.0/4

2
3

*****************************************

l:hbs

4

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

5

Requires a person making an excavation in a public or
private street, alley, public rights-of-way, or gas
utility easement to notify any person having the right to
bury underground gas pipelines therein of intent to
excavate and to obtain information on the location uf any
underground gas pipelines at least 48 hours prior to
starting excavation, whereupon the gas pipeline owner is
required to mark the location of any underground gas
pipeline therein within 48 hours. Requires excavator who
damages or dislocates any underground gas pipeline to
notify the pipeline owner of such damage or dislocation
immediately. An emergency exemption from notice
provisions of the act is provided.

2.0/8

6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5
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[J)

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the protection of

3

underground gas pipelines and related

4

facilities; providing definitions; requiring

5

persons making excavations in public �r private

6

streets, alleys, public rig hts-of-way, or gas

RAY BUILDING
Tallaha s . , FL 32399-0250

$enes--i-;:-- Carton

utility easements to obtain information on the
8

location of underground gas pipelines;

9

requiring notice of intent to excavate;

10

requiring the marking of underground gas

11

pipelines by the owner upon notice of intent to

12

excavate; prohibiting the issuance of

13

excavation permits unless such notice has been

14

given; requiring notice of damage to or

15

dislocation of underground gas pipelines by the

16

excavator; providing for emergency excavation

17

without notice; prescribing liability of

18

excavator for negligence; providing

19

severability;_ providing an effective date.

20
21

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to promote

22lpublic safety by protecting gas pipelines from destruction or
23ldamage, and
24

WHEREAS, the Legislature desires to prevent death or

25linjury to persons, damage to private or public property, and
26lloss of essential gas pipeline services to the public, NOW,
VITHEREFORE,
28

�IBe It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
30
31

Section 1.

TI

re roduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

Definitions.--As used in this act:
1
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(1)

"Person" means any individual, firm, joint

2 venture, partnership, corporation, association, authority,

3 m unicipality, gover nmental unit, joint stock association, or

4 business trust, whether or not incorporated, and shall include

5 any trustee, receiver, assignee, or personal representative

6 thereof.

"Gas pipeline" means an underground facility and

a r elated facilities, including pipes, valves, regulators,
( 2)

9 vaults, and attachments, by which gas is transmitted or

10 f urnished.

"Excavation" means an operation in which any

12 structure, earth, rock, or other mass of material in or on the
1
13 ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of

11

(3)

141any tool, e�uipment, or explosive and includes, without

15 limitation, wrecking, razing, grading, "trenching, digging,

16 ditching, drilling, augering, tunnelling, scraping, cable or
17 pipe plowing, and pile driving.

19 e xcavation.
18

( 4)

201

(5)

"Excavator " means any person performing an

"Owner " means any person operating a gas pipeline.

(6)
"Damage" means any contact with a gas pipeline
21
221 during excavation which necessitates the owner to repair the

n!gas pipeline or the excavator, pursuant to authorization by

24lthe owner, to repair the gas pipeline, subject to supervision

25 I and inspection by the owner.

26

"Mark" means to indicate the horizontal location

v1of the gas pipeline within 18 inches on either side of the gas
(7)

28lpipeline by stakes, paint, or other suitable means generally

29laccepted within the gas pipeline and construction industry.

ection 2.
�
31 e xcavation.-�1

Notice and marking requirements for
2
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(1)

No excavator shall commence or perform any

2 e xcavation in any public or private street, alley, right-of-

3 way dedicated to the public use, or gas utility easement,

4 without first obtaining information concerning the possible

5 location of gas pipelines in the area of the �roposed

6 e xcavation from any person having the right to bury gas

7 p ipelines within the public or private street, alley, right

s1o f-way, or gas utility easement.

Such information may be

91requested by telephone, letter, telegraph, or by messenger or

101in person.

11

(2)

Any owner having the right to bury gas pipelines

12 s hall file with the Clerk of the Circuit Court and have

13 recorded in each county wherein the owner's gas pipelines are

14 buried, the name, address, and telephone number of the owner

15 from whom the necessary location information may be obtained.

16

(3)

The excavator shall notify the owner in the manner

17 p rescribed in subsection (1) so that the owner receives

lS notification at least 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays
l
19 and legal holidays) prior to starting excavation.

20

(4)

Upon receipt of a request for the location of gas

2llpipelines, the owner shall assign such request a serial

221number, inform the requester of such number, and maintain a
23lregister showing the name, address, and telephone number of

�lt he reguester, the site to which the request pertains, the

25ltime and date of the request, and the serial number assigned

Ulto the request, and the owner shall, within 48 hours, either

Vlmark the gas pipelines or notify the excavator that no gas

Dlpipeline exists in the area to which the request for
n!information pertains.

30

(5)

No political subdivision of this state sh�ll issue

3lla permit for excavation until the applicant for such permit
3
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14-990-7

certifies that he has complied with the provisions of

21subsections (1) and (3).
3

Section 3.

5

(1)

Excavation; liability for negligence;

4ln otice of damage or dislocation; emergencies.--

Obtaining information from the owner as required

6lbY section 2 does not excuse any excavator from performing an

71e xcavation in a careful and prudent manner, nor does it excuse

s1such excavator from liability for any da�age or injury

91resulting from any negligence of the excavator.

10

( 2)

In the event of any damage to or dislocation of

111a ny gas pipelines in connection with an excavation, the

121excavator shall immediately notify the owner of such damage or

131dislocation.
14

(3)

The provisions of section 2 are not applicable to

1s1a ny excavator performing an excavation•in an emergency

16linvolving the public health, safety, or wel fare; however, the

17lexcavator shall be liable to the owner for damages incurred

18 I during such emergency if he is negligent.
19

Section 4.

If any provision of this act or the

20 I application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

21 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
1
22 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

231 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
�!provisions of this act are declared severable.

25

26

Section 5.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.

27

*****************************************

29

Requires a person making an excavation in a public or
p rivate street, alley, public rights-of-way, or gas
utility easement to notify any person having the right to
bury underground gas pipelines therein of intent to
e xcavate and to obtain in formation on the location of any

28

30

31

SENATE SUMMARY

4
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2
3
4
5

underground gas pipelines at least 48 hours prior to
starting excavation, whereupon the gas pipeline owner is
required to mark the location of any underground gas
p ipeline therein within 48 hours. Requires excavator who
d amages or dislocates any underground gas pipeline to
notify the pipeline owner of such damage or dislocation
immediately. �n emergency exemption from notice
p r�visions of the act i& provided.

6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
18
29
30
31

5
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2
3

4

5

6
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the protection of
underground gas pipelines and related

facilities; providing definitions; requiring

streets, alleys, public rights-of-way, or gas

utility easements to obtain information on the

location of underground gas pipelines;

requiring notice of intent to excavate;

requiring the marking of underground gas

pipelines by the 9wner upon notice of intent to
excavate; prohibiting the issuance of

excavation permits unless such notice has been

given; requiring notice of damage to or

dislocation of underground gas pipelines by the

16

excavator; providing for emergency excavation

18

19
20
21

'1
uced 'o
t.S
fjrod 1t p.\<.c\-11\J
1€.
p.
1 Qr $1
f\..Ol'<ID ;;.:� sul'-1)\�G
50
01:.�P. 1Gl'<fl-'/
399-02
t<• ·
2
f\.. 3 on ;;::;:;,.-'te\\31'\ ,;,ee,
rt
/ Y C3

persons making excavations in public or private

15
17

\l
W
®
@

without notice; prescribing liability of
excavator for negligence; providing

severability; providing an effective date.
WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to promote

22lp ublic safety by protecting gas pipelines from destruction or
23 I damage, and

24

WHEREAS, the Legislature desires to prevent death or

251 injury to persons, damage to private or public property, and
26lloss of essential gas pipeline services to the public, NOW,

27 THEREFORE,
1
28

291Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

30
31

Section 1.

Definitions.--As used in this act:
1
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(1)

CS/SB 645

"Person" means any individual, firm, joint

2lventure, partnership, corporation, association, authority,

3lmunicipality, governmental unit, joint stock association, or

© ® [p u
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4lbusiness trust, whether or not incorporated, and shall include

5lany trustee, receiver, assignee, or personal representative

6lthereof.

(2)

"Gas pipeline" means an underground facility and

8lrelated facilities, including pipes, valves, regulators,

9lvaults, and attachments, by which hydrocarbons in liquid or

l0lgaseous form are transmitted or furnished.

This definition

llls hall not include gas pipelines transporting liquefied

12lpetroleum gas where those pipelines are not regulated pursuant
13lto s. 527.06(4) and the regulation of liquefied petroleum gas
14lpipelines, including the provisions of this law, shall

15lcontinue to be under the jurisdiction of the Department of

161 Insurance.

17

(3)

"Excavation" means an operation in which any

181 structure, earth, rock, or other mass of material in or on the

19 I ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of

201 any tool, equipment, or explosive and includes, without

2ll limitation, wrecking, razing, grading, trenching, digging,

22lditching, dr illing, auger ing, tunnelling, scraping, cable or

n p ipe plowing, and pile driving, except maintenance activities
l
24 to restore road rights-of-way to original template.

25

( 4)

"Excavator" means any person performing an

27

( 5)

"Owner" means any person operating a gas pipeline.

261 e xcavation.

28

( 6)

"Damage" means any contact with a gas pipeline

29l during excavation which necessitates the owner to repair the
30lgas pipeline or the excavator, pursuant to authorization by

31

2
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the owner, to repair the gas pipeline, subject to supervision

2land inspection by the owner.
3

(7)

"Mark" means to indicate the horizontal location

4l o f the gas pipeline within 12 inches on either side of the gas
5lpipeline by stakes, paint, or other suitable means generally

6laccepted within the gas pipeline and construction ind ustry.

71Upon request by the excavator for depth locations in specific

8lareas, depth within 18 inches vertically on either side of the

9lgas pipeline shall be indicated.

101

Section 2.

12

(1)

llle xcavation.--

Notice and marking requirements for

No excavator shall commence or perform any

13lexcavation in any public or private street, alley, right-of-

14lway dedicated to the public use, or gas utility easement,

15lw ithout first obtaining information concerning the possible
16 llocation of gas pipelines in the area of the proposed

17lexcavation from any person having the right to bury gas

181p ipelines within the public or private street, alley, right-

191 o f-way, or gas utility easement.

Such information may be

WI requested by telephone, letter, telegraph, messenger, in

2llperson, at the pre-work conference for the job requiring the

22 proposed excavation or by calling a utility notification
1
23 center operating in the area.
241

(2)

Any owner having the right to bury gas pipelines

25ls hall file with the Clerk of the Circuit Court and have

261 recorded in each co unty wherein the owner's gas pipelines are
VI b uried, the name, address, and telephone number of the owner

281 from w hom the necessary location information may be obtained.
�I

(3)

The excavator shall notify the owner in the manner

30 prescribed in subsection
1
31

(1)

so that the owner receives
3
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notification at least 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays

2land legal holidays) prior to starting excavation.

31

(4)

Upon receipt of a request for the location of gas

41 pipelines, the owner shall assign such request a serial

51number, inform the requester of such number, and maintain a

6lregister showing the name, address, and telephone number of
t he requester, the site to which the request pertains, the

SI time and date of the request, and the serial number assigned

9lto the request, and the owner shall, within 48 hours, either

101 mark the gas pipelines or notify the excavator that no gas
11 I pipeline exists in the area to which the request for

121information pertains.

13 1

(5)

No political subdivision of this state shall issue

141a permit for excavation until the applicant for such permit
15lcertifies that he has complied with the provisions of

161 s ubsections (1) and (3).
171

Section 3.

1 91

(1)

Excavation; liability for negligence;

18lnotice of damage or dislocation; emergencies.--

Obtaining infor mation from the owner as required

20lby section 2 does not excuse any excavator from per forming an

2llexcavation in a careful and prudent manner, nor does it excuse

22lsuch excavator from liability for any damage or injury

23lr esulting from any negligence of the excavator providing the

24 lgas pipeline is correctly located.

25 I

( 2)

In the event of any damage to or dislocation of

26 1a ny gas pipelines in connection with an excavation, the

V e xcavator shall immediately notify the owner of such damage or

n

�

d islocation.
(3)

The provisions of section 2 are not applicable to

3 0 a ny excavator per forming an excavation in an emergency
1
31 involving the public health, safety, or welfare.
4
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If any provision of this act or the

21 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
3linvalid, the invalidity shall not af fect other provisions or
41 applications of the act which can be given effect without the
51 invalid provision or app lication, and to this end the
6lprovisions of this act are declared severable.
7

Section 5.

This act shall take ef fect October 1, 1977.

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
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Bill No. and Sponsor;
SB 645

Senator Plante

REFERENCES:
I.
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Commerce

'f
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BILL SUMMARY:

Requires owners to file with the clerk of the circuit court in
formation on locations of buried gas pipelines and requires
excavators to obtain this information and notify the owners at
least 48 hours before starting excavation. Requires owners to
mark pipelines upon notice. Prohibits issuance of an excavation
permit unless the excavator has obtained the information and
notified the owner. Retains liability on part of excavator for
any damage or injury, and requires him to immediately notify
owner of any damage or dislocation. Provides emergency ex
ception to these requirements.
II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

A federal rule requiring markings over each buried main and
transmission line at each crossing of a public road, railroad,
or navigable waterway will become effective on January 1, 1978
unless a program preventing interference with underground pipe
lines is established by state or local governments.
Currently, the Public Service Commission has the statutory
power to establish safety rules for natural gas systems. Under
those rules, system maps of each operating area are required
to be on file in the operating company's local office. However,
there is no requirement that specific pipeline information be
filed with the local circuit court.
Safety rules for liquefied petroleum gas pipelines are promul
gated by the State Fire Marshal's office. Currently, general
information on pipeline locations is required by the Marshal,
but there are no requirements for filing this information at
the local level.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill would require the filing of pipeline location in
formation with local circuit courts, and would require excava
tors to obtain this information and notify the owners prior
to excavating. Upon notice of intent to excavate, owners would
be required to either mark the gas pipelines or notify the ex
cavator that no gas pipeline exists in the area. No excavation
permits could be issued until the applicant had obtained the
required information. Excavators would still be liable for any
damages they had caused, and would be required to immediately
notify owners if any damage or dislocation occurred.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

u

reproduced bY
CHIVES
Subject:
FLORIDA STATE ARSTATE
OF
ENT
Underground Gas Pipelilrfll'RTM
ING
R. A. cRovmllJ..Q 9- 2

X

NO

Economic ImEact on the Public:

The owners of pipelines would have to pay the minimal charges
for filing location information.
Proponents state that there would be an overall savings to
both owners and excavators because the procedure outlined in
the bill would prevent pipeline accidents. Fifteen accidents
involving nat4ral gas pipelines were reported to the PSC last
year.

,
FL 3239 � �
Carton

J.Q...L../

If the bill is not passed by the legislature and the federal
rules become effective, gas companies would incur large costs
in•,posting and maintaining line location markers. The exact
amount is unquantifiable at present.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:

Technical errors - none noted.
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BILL SUMMARY:

Requires owners of gas pipelines toi�file name, address, and tele
phone nwnber with the clerk of the circuit court and requires
excavators to obtain this information and notify the owners at
least 48 hours before starting excavation. Requires owners to • 1
mark pipelines upon·notice. Prohibits issuance of an excavation
permit unless the excavator has obtained the information and
notified the owner. Retains liability on part of excavator for
any damage or injury. if the pipeline is correctly located,and
requires him to immediately notijy owner of any damage or disloca
tion. Provides emergency exception to these requirements.
II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

A federal rule requiring markings over each buried main and trans
mission line at each crossing of a public road, railroad, or
navigable waterway will become effective on January 1, 1978
unless a program preventing interference with underground pipe
lines is established by state or local governments.
Currently, the Public Service Commission has the statutory power
to establish safety rules for natural gas systems. Under those
rules, system maps of each operating area are required to be
on file in the operating company's local office. However, there
is no requirement that specific pipeline information be filed
with the local circuit court.
Safety rules for liquefied petroleum gas pipelines are promul
gated by the State Fire Marshal's office. Currently, general
information on pipeline locations is required by the Marshal,
but there are no requirements for filing this information at
the local level.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill would require the filing of pipeline owners' names,
addresses, and telephone numbers with local circuit courts, and
would require excavators to obtain this information and notify
the owners prior to excavating. Upon notice of intent to exca
vate, owners would be required to either mark the gas pipelines
or notify the excavator that no gas pipeline exists in the area.
No excavation permits could be issued until the applicant had
obtained the required information. Excavators would still be
liable for any damages they had caused if the pipeline were
correctly located,and would be required to immediately notify
owners if any damage or dislocation occurred. The regulation
of liquefied petroleum gas pipelines would continue to be under
the jurisdiction of the State Fire Marshal Division of the De
partment of Insurance.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic ImEact on the Public:

The owners of pipelines would have to pay the minimal charges for
filing their names, addresses, and telephone nwnbers.
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Proponents state that there would be an overall savings to both
owners and excavators because the procedure outlined in the bill
would prevent pipeline accidents. Fifteen accidents involving
natural gas pipelines were reported tb the PSC last year.
If the bill is not passed by the legislature and the federal
rules become effective, gas companies would incur large costs
in posting and maintaining line location markers. The exact
amount is unquantifiable at present.
V.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.

